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Abstract—This paper presents a fully functional and highly portable mini Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) system, HAWK, for

conducting aerial localization. HAWK is a programmable mini helicopter—Draganflyer X6—armed with a wireless sniffer—Nokia N900.

We developed custom PI-Control laws to implement a robust waypoint algorithm for the mini helicopter to fly a planned route. A Moore

space filling curve is designed as a flight route for HAWK to survey a specific area. A set of theorems were derived to calculate the

minimum Moore curve level for sensing all targets in the area with minimum flight distance. With such a flight strategy, we can confine the

location of a target of interest to a small hot area. We can recursively apply the Moore curve-based flight route to the hot area for a fine-

grained localization of a target of interest. We have conducted extensive experiments to validate the feasibility of HAWK and our theory.

A demo of HAWK in autonomous fly is available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ju86xnHbEq0.

Index Terms—Localization, smartphone, UAV
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN this paper, we present HAWK, which is a program-
mable mini unmanned helicopter armed with a wireless

sniffer and is fully functional for localization tasks. HAWK
is a training free and highly portable localization tool and is
the first such tool based on an autonomous mini helicopter.

HAWK is a warflying tool. It is more accurate than a
warwalking or wardriving tool [1]. Since HAWK can fly to
any point in open space, we can set up an airborne Kismet
[2] with GPS on HAWK and produce a fine-grained
geographical map of wireless access points (APs) or routers.
Wardriving and warwalking are not able to provide such
location granularity because it is not possible for cars
and not convenient for people to access dead ends such as
building roofs.

HAWK can also be used for search, rescue, and
surveillance. It is able to sense a target mobile through its
wireless signals, either cellular or WiFi. For instance,
modern smartphones are often equipped with WiFi devices,
which send out probing signals intermittently [3]. When we
search and rescue a lost traveler or a survivor from building
debris after an earthquake, we can position her by localizing
her active smartphones via HAWK flying slowly at a low
altitude. HAWK can also fly in the vertical plane around
a skyscraper to search a suspect hiding in a room and
committing attacks via WiFi. The top diameter of HAWK is

only 99 cm and its height is 25.4 cm. It can fly both outdoors

and indoors and conduct stunts that common large

helicopters cannot do.
The most related work to HAWK is W.A.S.P. [4].

W.A.S.P. is also a UAV and has the capability of wayflying.

However, W.A.S.P. uses a mini airplane. It has to maintain a

relatively high speed and this limits its capability for

surveillance because of the cruising speed requirement of

locating an active mobile device (Refer to our Theorem 1).

In contrast, HAWK can hover statically over a target and

has an approximate maximum speed of 50 km/h.
We developed HAWK as a generic aerial surveillance

tool. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

. We built the fully functional HAWK, a mini
helicopter—Draganflyer X6 [5]—armed with a
smartphone Nokia N900 [6] as the wireless sniffer.
We established a simple mechanical dynamics
model for Draganflyer X6, and developed custo-
mized PI-Control laws for pitch, roll, and yaw
maneuvers to control X6’s movement. We imple-
mented the waypoint functionality for X6 to take a
planned route.

. We designed a Moore space-filling curve-based
flight route for HAWK to survey a specific area. To
ensure that all target mobile devices are detected
during flight, we derived the minimum Moore curve
level that is constrained by flight velocity and target
packet transmission interval. The Moore curve-
based flight route can also be optimized according
to a digital map to avoid unoccupied areas and save
power consumption for a UAV. From the surveil-
lance flight, we can pinpoint a specific target to a
small hot area. If fine-grained target localization is
required, we can recursively apply the space-filling
curve-based flight strategy in the hot area.
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. Our theorems formally prove that HAWK is more
suitable for precise localization than W.A.S.P.
because W.A.S.P. has to fly at a minimum speed to
float in the air and it cannot take a Moore curve-
based route at an arbitrarily large level while
HAWK can.

. We conducted both ns2 simulations and real-world
experiments to validate the feasibility of HAWK for
localization. Our experimental results match
our theoretical analysis very well. We were able
to achieve a localization accuracy of 5 meters
on average.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we present background knowledge on Moore Curve.
Section 3 introduces HAWK’s system structure, the basic
idea of aerial localization, issues, and our solutions.
Detailed analysis of localization performance is available
in Section 4. We present experimental evaluation of HAWK
in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related work. The
conclusion of this paper is in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly introduce Hilbert space-filling
curve and Moore curve. Hilbert curve [7], [8] is a space-
filling curve that visits every point in a square area or cube.
To generate a 2D Hilbert curve of level n, we first divide a
target square area into 4n subsquares. Such a subsquare is
denoted as unit square in this paper. A line is then used to
connect the center of each unit square based on two
conditions: adjacency condition and nesting condition [7].
This line always starts from a corner in a grid and ends at
one of the two adjacent corners. When n approaches
infinity, the whole space is covered by the Hilbert curve.

Moore curve, starts and ends at the same point, is a
variation of the Hilbert curve. It is generated by four half-
size Hilbert curves placed end-to-end with appropriate
orientations. To generate a level n 2D Moore curve, we need
to generate four ðn� 1Þ-level 2D Hilbert curves. For
instance, if a level ðn� 1Þ 2D Hilbert curve has coordinates
of fh ¼ ½�h ’h�0, we can use the following four conversions
to construct a 2D Moore curve fm:
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A 3D Hilbert curve is generated by dividing a cube into
8n subcubes, and its construction formulas are provided in
[8]. Similarly, a 3D Moore curve can be generated from a 3D
Hilbert curve. The conversion process is similar to the
process of generating a 2D Moore curve, except with eight
conversion formulas. Fig. 3 illustrates a level-3 Moore curve.

3 SYSTEM

In this section, we first introduce the structure of HAWK
and the basic idea of aerial localization. We then investigate
challenging issues of aerial localization. At last, we
introduce our solutions to these problems.

3.1 System Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates the system architecture of HAWK. Fig. 2
shows our UAV in action. There are five components in
this system:

1. Helicopter. The mini helicopter we choose for HAWK
is Draganflyer X6, a remotely operated, unmanned,
and programmable small helicopter designed to
carry up to 500-g payload. For HAWK, we mount
a wireless sniffer onto X6 to collect wireless traffic.
X6 can be controlled by either a handheld controller
or a program. Because of the confidentiality contract
with the manufacturer, we will not discuss X6’s control
protocol and interface.

Draganflyer X6 is equipped with GPS, a flash card
recording flight data, and XBee wireless transcei-
vers. A transceiver can transmit telemetry messages
to another XBee modem on the handheld controller
and our software controller. X6 logs flight data
including GPS position, time, height, and sends
these data to the handheld controller or program
every 100 ms. Based on these data, we are able to
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Fig. 1. Architecture of HAWK.

Fig. 2. HAWK in action.

Fig. 3. Level-3 Moore curve.



apply control theory to maneuver X6 and implement
the waypoint function for the helicopter to patrol
along a Moore curve-based route.

To control X6’s movement, we can adjust three
parameters, pitch, roll, and yaw. Pitch controls
forward or backward translational velocity, roll
controls left or right translational velocity, and yaw
controls left or right angular velocity.

2. Wireless Sniffer. We convert a smartphone Nokia
N900 to a sniffer. This sniffer is attached to a tiltable
mounting frame, which was designed for carrying
cameras for Draganflyer X6. X6 carries the sniffer and
flies over a specific region along the configured
waypoints generated by a Moore curve or set through
Google map via our software control interface.

We choose N900 because its weight is below the
payload limit of the helicopter and it can be easily
converted to a wireless sniffer. Most phones on
market including iPhone and Android phones do not
have the appropriate driver to support the necessary
wireless monitor mode for full-scale sniffing.

To convert N900 into a wireless sniffer, we need to
update its kernel to the latest version and install
several softwares: rootsh, Enhanced Linux kernel,
network-tools, and Kismet. Please refer to App-
endix A, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/TMC.2012.238, for the detailed process
of how to convert N900 into a wireless sniffer.

3. Handheld Controller. This joystick controller is the
master device controlling the helicopter’s landing. It
also works as a remedy controller in case a software
controller fails.

4. Software Controller. The software controller runs on a
Lenovo W500 laptop that maneuvers the helicopter
flying autonomously along a planned route, and
controls takeoff. The software controller can also
control landing. This controller is able to specify X6’s
flight route in two ways: manually setting waypoints
on Google map as showed in Fig. 4 and automati-
cally generating waypoints based on Moore curve.

5. Target Device Locator. The target device locator runs
on a Lenovo W500 laptop. As demonstrated in Fig. 5,
this locator can show X6’s flight route on Google
map in real time and target locations after the
surveillance flight. Actually, the function of software
controller and target device locator is integrated into
one software.

3.2 Basic Idea of Aerial Localization

The basic idea of aerial localization via HAWK is warflying.
That is, HAWK flies over a given area for a geographic

surveillance of all target mobiles. For warflying, we
generate a Moore curve over the target area as the flight
route. To ensure all wireless devices in the area can be
detected, we ought to consider the following factors:
transmission range of targets, traffic model such as packet
interval of targets, flight speed, and level of Moore curve. If
the helicopter flies too fast, targets transmit too slowly, and
the level of Moore curve is too small, HAWK will miss
mobile devices during flight. We control the flight very
carefully so that HAWK is within target mobile devices’
transmission range along the flight route. We construct the
route and control the flight speed in such a way that HAWK
can capture at least one packet from the target device within
a unit square, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

With collected target mobile received signal strength
indication (RSSI) time series and coordinate information
during flight, various algorithms can be applied for locating
target mobiles. We adopt the one used by Kismet, which
uses the location where Kismet senses the strongest RSSI as a
target’s location. Obviously, this is a very coarse localization
strategy. Our theorems show that this localization strategy
allows us to pinpoint a specific target to nine unit squares,
denoted as hot area, surrounding the position where the
maximum RSSI is sensed, as shown in Fig. 3.

For accurate localization of a particular target of interest,
we design a recursive wayflying strategy. Once we have
identified the hot area where a target may reside, we can
repeat the warflying process on the hot area to determine a
smaller and smaller hot area.

3.3 Issues

From the discussion above, we can see that three critical
issues have to be addressed for successful aerial localiza-
tion. In the rest of this section, we will address these issues:

1. How can we implement reliable GPS-based way-
points for the mini helicopter? The waypoint
functionality is essential for UAV to take a specific
route, such as one generated by a Moore curve. Since
undetermined interference including wind may
deviate the flight from the planned route, we need
reliable control laws to counteract such unforeseen
interference.

2. What factors affect localization? What level of Moore
curve can ensure that all the wireless devices can
be detected? Different levels of Moore curve produce
different flight distance, which is constrained by the
mini helicopter’s battery life. What role does the flight
speed play in this process? Recall that wireless packets
are sent intermittently from a target wireless device.

3. As a full-fledged system, we want the helicopter to
fly to the target when the surveillance flight is
finished. The challenge how the locator at the laptop
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communicates with the sniffer N900 and download
the logfiles to calculate the location. We will
introduce how this full-fledged system is designed.

3.4 Waypoints by PI Control

3.4.1 Mechanical Dynamics of Draganflyer X6

To control the helicopter, we need to derive the relationship
between the input force and output velocity for pitch, roll,
or yaw. Our experiments show that output velocity is
approximately linear to the input value, as shown in (5), (6),
and (7), respectively,

vpitch ¼ 0:0036upitch � 0:0674; ð5Þ

vroll ¼ 0:0036uroll � 0:0538; ð6Þ

vyaw ¼ 0:1808uyaw � 7:996: ð7Þ

We ignored the short dynamic transition process during
which the helicopter reaches its static velocity, given an
input force. Therefore, (8) is the generalized relationship
between the input force and output velocity,

v ¼ aþ bu; ð8Þ

where v is the output velocity, u is the input value, and a
and b are two constants.

3.4.2 Control Laws for Pitch, Roll, and Yaw

PI control [9] is used to control the UAV flying quickly and
smoothly to a waypoint. We apply PI-control laws for pitch,
roll, and yaw, respectively, to counter wind’s influence.

A PI-control law can be written in

u ¼ �kpeðtÞ � ki
Z t

0

eðtÞdt; ð9Þ

where u is the input (pitch, roll or yaw). eðtÞ is the error and
has different meanings for pitch, roll, and yaw. For pitch, it
is the distance between the helicopter’s current position and
target position. Great Circle Distance [10] can be used to
calculate the distance between two points on a sphere. For
roll, eðtÞ is the distance from the helicopter to the specified
route (Recall the general point-line distance definition in
Geometry). For yaw, eðtÞ is the difference between
helicopter’s heading direction and the direction of the
specific route passing the target waypoint. The integral part
is the sum of eðtÞ over time. kp and ki are two constants,
carefully chosen to stabilize the system and control the
flight velocity dynamics.

With the system state equation in (10), we can analyze
the system state dynamics:

_x � dx
dt
¼ v ¼ aþ bu; ð10Þ

where x is the location of the helicopter, and v is the velocity
(corresponding to pitch, roll, or yaw).

3.4.3 Stability of PI-Control

We take pitch as an example to discuss how to select kp and
ki in (9). The analysis for roll and yaw is similar.

Our problem is to reach a waypoint quickly and smoothly
along a straight flight route. Assume the waypoint is at
x ¼ 0, therefore,

eðtÞ ¼ x� 0 ¼ x: ð11Þ

Combine (9) and (11), and the PI-control law for pitch is

given as follows:

up ¼ �kpx� ki
Z t

0

xdt: ð12Þ

Combine (10) and (12), and we have

_x ¼ ap � bpkpx� bpki
Z t

0

xdt: ð13Þ

Differentiate both sides of (13), and we have

€xþ bpkp _xþ bpkix ¼ 0: ð14Þ

The system state equation (14) is a standard second-order

differential equation. There are three kinds of relationship

between the two coefficients of (14) [11]: 1) When
bpkp

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
bki
p > 1,

the system is overdamped. The helicopter flies to the

waypoint without oscillation, but will use more time.

2) When
bpkp

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
bpki
p ¼ 1, the system is critically damped. The heli-

copter flies to the waypoint as quickly as possible without

oscillation. 3) When
bkp

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
bki
p < 1, the system is underdamped. The

helicopter flies to the waypoint and oscillates with the

amplitude gradually decreasing to zero. In our context, we

want to fly to the waypoint as quickly as possible without

oscillation. Therefore, we choose
bpkp

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
bpki
p ¼ 1.

We choose the critical damping with
bpkp

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
bpki
p ¼ 1. If we

have determined either kp or ki, the other can be derived.

From (12) and the required maximum helicopter velocity, at

the start of a flight to a waypoint, with t ¼ 0 and eðt ¼ 0Þ as

the distance to the waypoint:

up ¼ kpeðt ¼ 0Þ; ð15Þ

vp ¼ ap þ bpup: ð16Þ

Therefore,

kp ¼
vp � ap
bpeðt ¼ 0Þ ; ð17Þ

ki ¼ bpk2
p=4: ð18Þ

Determining parameters for roll and yaw’s PI-control
laws is similar. Our software controller implements the
above control laws and is able to control the helicopter
flying along a specified route quickly and smoothly.

3.4.4 Efficient Two-Phases Control

In practice, we adopt a two-phases control strategy to
reduce the time spent on flying from one waypoint to the
next one based on a threshold of distance. If the distance to
the waypoint is greater than the threshold, we control the
UAV flying at a constant speed. Otherwise, we apply PI-
control to control UAV quickly and smoothly approach to
and stop at the waypoint. The control law for pitch
controlling the forward and backward velocity in Phase 1
is given as follows:
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u ¼ u0 þ
1

b

Z t

0

ðv� v0Þdt; ð19Þ

where u is the input, v0 is the desired flight velocity, u0 is
the input for speed v0 based on (5), and v is X6’s current
moving velocity. Roll and yaw still use the PI control law
above to counter the deviation caused by wind from the
desired route.

Algorithm 1 gives the two-phases control strategy. rAng
is the angle error between current direction to the target and
the original route direction and is the input for adjusting roll.
yAng is the angle error between current heading direction
and current direction to target and is the input for adjusting
yaw. Structure P is the list of desired waypoints.

Algorithm 1. Control Helicopter at Laptop.
Require: Structure P storing waypoints

1: set target waypoint as first value in P

2: While true do

3: calculate distance to waypoint, rAng and yAng

4: if jdisancej > � then

5: fly helicopter at constant speed

6: else

7: // fly helicopter under PI-control law
8: if jdisancej > c then

9: set proper value to pitch, roll, yaw

10: else

11: if P is not exhausted then

12: set next value in p as target

13: fly helicopter to new target

14: else

15: hover helicopter
16: end if

17: end if

18: send pitch, roll and yaw commands to

helicopter

19: sleep 20 milliseconds

20: end if

21: end while

Each loop of this algorithm checks whether the distance
to next waypoint is greater than a distance threshold �. If
yes, the helicopter flies at a constant speed. Otherwise, the
helicopter approaches the target under the PI-control law.
The threshold c is used to determine if the helicopter arrives
at target waypoint.

3.5 Moore Curve-Based Flight Route

Once the functionality of waypoints is implemented, we can
design various flight routes. In this paper, we use Moore
space-filling curve to generate a flight route for HAWK. The
goal is to ensure that we can fly the shortest distance in a
given region while detecting all wireless devices. With a
single channel sniffer, we attempt to detect all wireless
devices active at that channel. The sniffer can also hop
through all the channels to search targets, as does Kismet.

There are three reasons to use Moore curve for a planned
flight route: 1) Moore curve is a space-filling curve. It passes
through each point in a square (or cube) area when its level n
tends to be infinite. Given the wireless device transmission
range, corresponding Moore curve level and flight speed, a
Moore curve-based flight route can detect all wireless
devices in that area. 2) A level n Moore curve covers all

unit squares with the shortest route, passing through the
center of each unit square (refer to Fig. 3). 3) Moore curve
begins and ends at the same point. It is practically
convenient to fly the helicopter back to the takeoff position
for easy retrieval.

A proper level of Moore curve is critical for reducing the
total flight distance, constrained by HAWK’s battery life.
Our goal is to minimize the flight distance while picking up
at least one wireless packet from the target wireless device
in each unit square. Factors affecting the determination
of the minimum level include side length d of a target area,
wireless device transmission range R,1 helicopter velocity v,
and wireless device packet transmission interval t. We will
solve this optimization problem in Section 4.

The flight route generated above may not be optimal in
practice. A Moore curve-based flight route is uniformly
distributed in the target area. However, we may not need to
cover all the area in practice because there may be a forest
or a big lawn without any road and construction in that
area. No wireless device stays there. To save battery power
of Draganflyer X6, we revise the original Moore curve-
based flight route to follow a smarter route based on the
density of population. For an area with a higher population
density, we generate the Moore curve at a higher level.

The studies of economics have shown us that the road
information and population density are strongly correlated.
In our paper, we determine the level of Moore curve based
on road information instead of population densities. The
road information is retrieved from the US Census Bureau
Topological Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referen-
cing (TIGER) system, which contains information about
roads for all counties in the state. Based on the information
of roads, we determine whether to have more partitions of a
subarea (subsquare). If the total length of a road in a
subsquare is greater than a threshold, we partition this
subsquare. Algorithm 2 is the smarter partition algorithm
for a smarter flight route to save the helicopter’s battery life.

Algorithm 2. Smart Flight Route Generation.

Require: Square area ðAÞ on digital map

1: Set N as the level of Moore Curve

2: Set A.curlevel = 0

3: Read roads length information from digital map

4: Function PARTITIONðAÞ
5: If total road length in A > threshold and

A.curlevel < N then

6: Partition A into 4 parts A1; A2; A3; A4

7: for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 do

8: Ai.curlevel ¼ 0

9: Ai.curlevel ¼ A.curlevel þ1

10: PARTITIONðAiÞ
11: end for

12: else

13: Store the center point of A in structure P

14: Store the boundaries of A in structure B

15: end if

16: end function

17: Derive smart route based on P and B
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3.6 Full-Fledged Localization System

To use the locator to derive the target device’s location, we
need to transmit the logfiles from sniffer to locator right
after the aerial surveillance. Because the wireless card is
under monitor mode when Kismet is working, we could
not get these logfiles vis WiFi. To resolve the issue, we
equip the laptop and the sniffer N900 with the 3G network
to download the logfiles from sniffer to locator. However,
the 3G network does not provide a public IP address and
the locator cannot connect to N900 directly. Therefore, we
use reverse SSH, which relies on a public server. This server
has a public static IP address that both N900 and locator
can reach. N900 connects to the public server, waiting for
the locator to connect. The locator connects to the public
server, which in turn forwards that connection to N900.
How to set the reverse SSH in detail on N900 and on locator
has been introduced in [12]. Please refer to Appendix B,
available in the online supplemental material, for the
detailed setup procedure.

After the locator obtains the logfiles, it searches these
files and calculates the location of the target device. Details
of these approaches used for calculation will be discussed in
Section 4. Fig. 6 shows the flowchart of transferring data
and localization process.

4 ANALYSIS

In this section, we will theoretically analyze the perfor-
mance of a Moore curve generated flight route for both mini
helicopter and mini airplane. We will show that because a
mini airplane has to maintain a minimum flying speed,
HAWK is more appropriate for warflying and accurate
localization than W.A.S.P., a mini airplane-based UAV. We
will also introduce three different approaches that are used
for the locator to calculate the position of the target device.

4.1 Moore Curve-Based Flight Route for HAWK

During the localization process, the helicopter flies along a
Moore curve of a specific level. Our warflying strategy is if
the target wireless device is in a unit square, the helicopter
should be able to detect it while flying within that unit
square. By detection, we mean that the helicopter captures
at least one packet from the target device in the unit
square. To implement this strategy, the Moore level has to
be large enough.

To derive the required Moore curve level, we need
Lemma 1, which gives the relationship between the
transmission range of the target wireless device (and our
sniffer on the helicopter) and the helicopter’s speed v.

Lemma 1. L is the length of the longest consecutive route along a
Moore curve in the circular transmission range of the target
wireless device. v is the helicopter maximum velocity. t is the
target’s maximum packet transmission interval. When

L > v� t; ð20Þ

the sniffer of HAWK can pick up at least one packet from the
device, which can then be detected.

Please refer to Appendix C, available in the online
supplemental material, for the proof of Lemma 1. From
Lemma 1, given a target device’s transmission range and
packet transmission interval, if we know L, which is shown
in Fig. 7, we can derive the maximum flight velocity of the
helicopter. This ensures our sniffer can detect any mobile
device in the target area during the surveillance.

The value L varies depending on the Moore curve level
and target wireless device’s position in a unit square. We
determine the worst-case maximum L by considering the
worst-case position of the target wireless device. If L can
satisfy Lemma 1 in the worst case, the helicopter can detect
the device in its transmission range. Lemma 2 tells us that
the worst case is that a mobile device stays at vertices of the
target area. Its proof can be found in Appendix C, available
in the online supplemental material.

Lemma 2. If a mobile device at the vertices in the target area S
can be detected, all mobile devices in S can be detected.

To explain Lemma 2, let us see an example. In Fig. 7,
target AP1 is located at a vertex of target area S, and its
transmission range is SAP . It is obvious that the intersected
area between SAP and S is the smallest compared to a target
in any other positions within S.

During warflying, our helicopter flies on the horizontal
plane at a certain height h above the ground. Thus, the
transmission range of wireless device becomes smaller than
its original value r. Lemma 3 gives the new value of the
wireless device’s transmission range according to the
helicopter’s flight height. Fig. 8 shows the obvious relation-
ship among R, h, and r.

Lemma 3. If the helicopter flies at a height h above the ground, on
this horizontal plane, the target device has a new virtual
transmission range R:
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R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � h2
p

: ð21Þ

By above lemmas, we can derive a Moore curve level at
which the value L satisfies (20). We require that the
intersection of a mobile device’s transmission range and
target area S includes at least one unit square and L in one
unit square be greater than v� t to guarantee that one
packet is captured in that unit square. Based on Lemmas 1,
2, and 3, we can derive Theorem 1, which gives the required
level of Moore curve to detect all wireless devices in a target
area. Please find its proof in Appendix C, available in the
online supplemental material.

Theorem 1. If all the mobile devices can be detected by HAWK,
the Moore Curve level N should satisfy the following formula:

log2

ffiffiffi
2
p

d

R
< N < log2

d

vt
; ð22Þ

where v is the (maximum) flight speed, d is the length of the
target square area’s side, R is the virtual transmission range in
(21), and t is the transmission interval of the target.

We now discuss how to determine t, the transmission
interval of the target in practice. For a search-rescue case,
things can be simpler. We can require the target device such
as a smartphone installed with an app sending out probes
regularly. For example, the AP mode of a smartphone can
be revised for this purpose. If the target transmits
irregularly, we can use the maximum interval of the target
transmitter as the target transmission interval t. In extreme
cases, where we do not have a profile of the target
transmission pattern, during the flight HAWK may receive
packets from the target, analyze and estimate the target’s
transmission pattern, and adjust its flight based on the
fundamental theory established in this paper. In case that
WiFi is off, cellular signal can be utilized for localization.
For example, USRP [13] can be used to measure signal
strength of GSM signal and catch a GSM phone’s Interna-
tional Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). We leave localiza-
tion via cellular signal as our future work. We would like to
point out our theory in this paper is fundamental and can
be extended to various application cases.

In this paper, we use the strongest RSSI from a target to
deduce the location of the target and denote this approach as
maximum signal strength approach. Our experiments show
that this simple approach achieves a performance compar-
able to two other approaches discussed in Section 4.3. With
Theorem 1, the sniffer can capture at least one packet from a
target in the target’s unit square. However, the strongest
RSSI may not be measured in this unit square. In Theorem 2,
we identify a hot area where an interesting wireless device
exists, based on the unit square with the strongest RSSI.

Theorem 2. A target device is located in a hot area, which
includes the unit square where the strongest RSSI from the
target is sensed and its eight surrounding unit squares.

To prove Theorem 2, assume the strongest RSSI is
received in unit square 1 in Fig. 9. We utilize an apagoge for
the proof: if the target device is outside of these nine unit
squares (the shaded area), the strongest RSSI cannot be
received in unit squares 2 to 17 and beyond. For detailed

proof, please refer to Appendix C, available in the online
supplemental material.

Once the hot area is identified, we can use a recursive
approach to determine a more accurate hot area. For
example, we can define a level-3 Moore curve in the hot
area as a new surveillance route, and determine a new
velocity to satisfy (22). Therefore, we can identify a smaller
hot area and accurately localize a specific target.

4.2 Moore Curve-Based Flight Route for W.A.S.P.

We now formally prove the limitations of an airplane-based
UAV such as W.A.S.P. [4] for accurate aerial localization.
The Moore curve level determined in Theorem 1 ensures
that there is at least one packet captured in one unit square,
which means the flight velocity is upper bounded by the
Moore curve level and transmission range. If this speed
upper bound is greater than the minimum speed of the
airplane like W.A.S.P., which has to maintain a relatively
high speed to float in the air, we cannot use the warflying
strategy in Section 4.1 for an airplane-based UAV.

To conduct an airplane-based warflying, we can increase
the level of Moore curve until the value L satisfies (20).
Theorem 3 gives the required level of Moore curve to detect
all wireless devices in a target area if W.A.S.P. is used for
warflying. Please find its proof in Appendix C, available in
the online supplemental material.

Theorem 3. For an airplane-based warflying with a minimum
flight speed v, the level of Moore Curve N required to detect all
the mobile devices is

N ¼ nþ x; ð23Þ
where n is the smallest value satisfying the formula:

n � log2

ffiffiffi
2
p

d

R
; ð24Þ

and x is the smallest positive value satisfying the formula:

x > log2

2nvt

d
: ð25Þ

For clarity and conciseness, we treat the area in which
the wireless device can be sensed as a square inscribed in
the ideal circular coverage area of the wireless device when
we derive Theorem 3. Theorem 4 gives the error of this
approximation.

Theorem 4. Level N derived in Theorem 3 is at most one level
greater than the smallest level needed for HAWK to detect all
wireless devices in a target area.
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To prove Theorem 4, there are two situations to be
considered: x ¼ 0 and x 6¼ 0. In both situations, we can
prove that there is no more than one level than needed. The
detailed proof is in Appendix C, available in the online
supplemental material.

In practice, constrained by the minimum flight speed, a
mini airplane cannot perform sharp turns required by a
Moore curve and may not be able to fly in a small unit
square determined in Theorem 3. Therefore, HAWK is more
suitable for accurate aerial localization than W.A.S.P.

4.3 Localization Approaches

In this section, we summarize three localization approaches
that will be used to calculate the location of the target
wireless device: maximum signal strength approach,
centroid approach, and Quasi-Newton method.

4.3.1 Maximum Signal Strength Approach

Kismet has the capability to log GPS coordinate where the
wireless sniffer senses the maximum RSSI of each wireless
device, and then saves this kind of information into :nettxt
file automatically. Our first approach is to simply find the
GPS coordinate where the sniffer receives the first max-
imum RSSI of the target device from :nettxt file, and use
this coordinate as the target device’s location. This
approach is simple and easy to be implemented.

4.3.2 Centroid Approach

To improve the accuracy, we can use the centroid localiza-
tion approach. That is, we search and select all GPS positions
where the strongest RSSIs are sensed. Then, we use the
average value of these GPS positions as the target location.
Among the logfiles generated from Kismet, there is a :gpsxml
file that logs a mapping between the GPS coordinates
and sensed RSSIs. Thus, we can derive the useful data from
this logfile. Algorithm 3 shows the basic steps of how to
calculate the location of target device based on the centroid
approach. Even this approach needs a little bit more
calculation than the first approach, it is more accurate.

Algorithm 3. Centroid Approach for Localization.

Require: Logfiles .gpsxml and .nettxt from sniffer

1: Set P to denote RSSI

2: Set list(x) and list(y)

3: Set t-mac as target’s MAC address

4: Find the strongest RSSI from .nettxt file where the
MACaddress ¼ t-mac

5: Set P ¼ strongest RSSI

6: Select all the GPS coordinates, including latitudes and

longitudes, from .gpsxml file where

MACaddress ¼ t-mac and RSSI ¼ P
7: Add the latitudes to x

8: Add the longitudes to y

9: Set the target’s coordinate as (average(x), average(y))

4.3.3 Quasi-Newton Method

In practice, the distance between wireless sniffer and target
device can be derived from RSSI values using (26) and (27).
Thus, our third approach is to calculate the target device
directly from the distances and RSSIs:

pi ¼ P � 10� r� log di þR; ð26Þ

di ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDgÞ2 þ ðalti � altÞ2

q
; ð27Þ

where pi is the RSSI that sniffer gets at GPS location
ðlati; loni; altiÞ. We can get these four parameters and their
relationship from the logfiles. P is the RSSI sensed
one meter away from the target device. r is the path loss
exponent that captures the rate of RSSI attenuation in the
vicinity of target device. ðlat; lon; altÞ is the location of
target device, and we assume the height for target device is
0 (alt ¼ 0). R is a random variable that functions to feature
the RSSI variation due to multipath effects, asymmetries in
the physical environment, and other imperfections in the
model itself. Dg is the great circle distance between the
target device and sniffer, please refer to [10], the formula
used to calculate the great circle distance.

In (26) and (27), there are four unknown parameters: P , r,
lat, and lon. Thus, we select four different pairs of pi and
ðlati; loni; altiÞ to form four nonlinear algebraic equations.

To solve these equations, we can use a Matlab function
“fsolve,” based on Quasi-Newton method [14], to solve sets
of nonlinear algebraic equations. However, to use fsolve to
solve the nonlinear algebraic equations, we need to supply a
routine to evaluate the function vector. Different routines
will result in these functions with different solutions.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we first demonstrate that our PI-control laws
steer Draganflyer X6 to take a Moore curve as the flight
route via field experiments on campus. The benefit of smart
flight route is then presented. Since HAWK currently has a
battery life for a 15-minutes flight, ns2 [15] simulations were
used to validate the hot area theory in Theorem 2 and the
Moore curve level selection strategy in Section 4.1. At last,
we will present our real-world field experimental results of
accurate localization of a target wireless device.

5.1 PI-Control Laws for Waypoints

To test the performance of control laws steering HAWK, we
conducted extensive experiments on campus. For example,
we constructed a level-2 Moore curve as the flight route
of approximate 300 m. We ran Kismet on the sniffer
Nokia N900 and used the handheld controller to lift the
helicopter to a height of 20 meters above a building. After
takeoff, the software controller autonomously controlled
HAWK to fly the preconstructed Moore curve-based route.
The software controller is coded according to the control laws
in Section 3, and the maximum flight speed is set as 2 m/s.
APs identified by Kismet and the flight route are drawn on
Google map as shown in Fig. 10. We can see that HAWK
indeed took a level-2 Moore curve-based route smoothly.

5.2 Smart Flight Route

To evaluate the advantage of smart flight route in
Algorithm 2, we generate the full and smart Moore curve-
based flight route separately for three cities: Ware, Boxford,
and Lowell in Massachusetts, and compare their length.

The simulation configuration is as follows: the wireless
device’s transmission range is 250 m, its packet broad-
casting interval is 1 s, and the helicopter’s velocity is 10 m=s.
Therefore, the maximum Moore curve level can be derived
from Theorem 1. Fig. 11 shows the full flight route for Ware,
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MA on Google map, and Fig. 12 is the smart flight route

based on Algorithm 2, which saves around 21 percent of the

full flight route. Fig. 13 presents the length of the routes. It

shows us that we could save approximate one-third of the

route length in Boxford with the smart flight route. Since

the road in Ware and Lowell are denser, we save less.

Therefore, the smart route may save the helicopter’s battery

life dramatically.

5.3 Analysis of Hot Area Identified by HAWK

To demonstrate the hot area theory in Theorem 2, we used
ns-2 to simulate the localization process. The helicopter flies
in a 2;000 m� 2; 000 m square area. The transmission range
of the target device is 250 m, and it transmits a packet every
1 s. We used only one wireless node randomly deployed in
the square area, and set five different Moore curve levels: 4,
5, 6, 7, and 8. We derived the maximum flight velocity for
each level according to (22).

In the simulation, the helicopter flies along the Moore
curve with the velocity derived based on the Moore curve

level, and we logged all distances between the wireless
node and helicopter, when the helicopter received a packet
from that node. We derived the minimum distance as the
error of this localization. For each of the five levels and the
corresponding flying velocity, we repeated the simulation
10 times. Fig. 15 compares the distance error and the
corresponding Moore curve level, and also shows the side
width of a unit square at this level. We can observe that for
each level, the distance error is less than the side width of
the unit square, which verifies that the position of target
device is within the hot area, including the unit square
where the maximum RSSI is sensed and the surrounding
eight unit squares.

5.4 Accuracy of Derived Moore Curve Level for
W.A.S.P.

To verify Theorems 3 and 4 for an airplane-based aerial
localization, we used ns-2 to simulate the localization
process. In the simulation, the size of the square area and
the properties of a wireless node were same as those in
Section 5.3. However, the airplane flies at a fixed speed of
50 m/s. We conducted five groups of simulations with 100,
200, 300, 400, and 500 wireless nodes (target wireless
devices) uniformly distributed in the area, respectively.
Each simulation has two steps: First, the theoretical level 4
is derived from Theorem 3; second, we continue to reduce
the theoretical level until all devices can be detected. This
critical level is called experiment level. We run the simulation
30 times for each node density. Fig. 14 compares the
average experimental and theoretical level. We found that
for the first three densities, the experiment level is always 1
less than the theoretical level. For the fourth density, 24 of
30 experimental level of simulations are 1 less than the
theoretical level, and the experimental level is equal to the
theoretical level in the other six simulations. For the fifth
density, 18 of 30 experiment level are 1 less than theoretical
level, and these two levels are equal in the other 12 simula-
tions. These results have verified our Theorems 3 and 4.
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Fig. 10. Second level Moore curve route.

Fig. 11. Basic route(zigzag lines).

Fig. 12. Smart route (avoiding unoccupied areas).

Fig. 14. Accuracy of derived Moore curve level.

Fig. 13. Flight route distance comparison.



Indeed, our theorems derive a tight lower bound of Moore
Curve for localization.

5.5 Surveillance Results Based on Kismet

We conducted real-world field experiments to evaluate the
localization capability of HAWK with Kismet. Before these
experiments, we generated three sets of Moore curve over
the campus track field as helicopter’s surveillance route:
level-1, level-2, and level-3 Moore curves, and the
warwalking route around the track field for surveillance
by warwalking.

In the first experiment, we configured 12 smartphones as
APs and uniformly distributed them on the track field. The
Nokia N900 running Kismet was attached on the helicopter
to log the locations of these 12 smartphones. Kismet was
configured to hop among all the channels (default mode).
The software controller on a Lenovo w500 laptop steered
the flight along the three routes to locate these APs. The
flight speed was upper bounded with speed calculated
from Theorem 1 (t was calculated based on the beacon
packet interval and the number of hopping channels). The
warwalking experiment emulates the scene where people
cannot access dead ends such as building roofs (the field in
the experiment).

In the second experiment, all 12 APs had the same
channel, Kismet was configured to sniff on this single
channel, and t used for calculating flight speed was the
AP’s beacon transmission interval.

After we got the logfiles from sniffer, we used the
maximum signal strength approach in Section 4.3.1 to
analyze both experiments. That is, we selected the GPS
location where the wireless sniffer received the strongest
signal strength as the target device’s position.

We applied the centroid approach in Section 4.3.2 to
the second experiment. We used the Algorithm 3 in
Section 4.3.2 to find the locations of target devices.

To evaluate the iterative Quasi-Newton method in
Section 4.3.3, we selected the four pairs of data, including
signal strength and GPS location. Then, we constructed four
different equations and used Matlab function “fsolve” to
locate the target device. The initial value for 1-meter signal
strength was -5, the path loss exponent was 4, and the target
device’s initial position was set as the location derived from
the centroid approach.

Fig. 16 shows the accuracy of the localization is
increasing when the level of flight route (Moore curve) is
increased in both experiments using three localization
approaches. This validates our recursive localization
strategy for fair-grained localization of a target. In
addition, surprisingly, the simplest approach, maximum

signal strength approach (which uses the location where
the maximum signal strength is sensed as the targets
location) has similar localization accuracy compared with
the other two. Fig. 17 shows the 12 APs’ real and estimated
locations with a level Moore curve 3 flight route over the
track field. We can achieve an accuracy of 5 meters on
average in this case.

6 RELATED WORK

There has been considerable amount of work on device
positioning in WiFi and sensor networks. Due to space
limitation, we only review most related and recent work.

W.A.S.P. [4] is a mini airplane-based UAV for warflying.
It has to maintain a relatively high speed, which limits its
capability for surveillance. In [16], a mini helicopter is
proposed for geographic surveillance of nonwireless ob-
jects. It relies on pictures, taken by onboard cameras, to
identify people and estimate their position. In [17], a space-
filling curve is used as a searching route to detect mines
by using swarms of mobile robots. The authors calculate the
level of search route based on the sensor range and the
target area. For HAWK, we generate the level based on
flight velocity and target packet transmission interval as
well as wireless transmission range to guarantee that all the
wireless devices in the search region can be detected. In
[18], the authors use multiple UAVs to conduct surveillance
based on the uncertainty map of an unknown region.
It mainly focuses on developing algorithms for optimal
searching path generation, and does not consider UAV
flight speed and sensing capabilities. For HAWK, we use
a Moore curve as our UAV’s flight route, and also design a
smart route based on information of road density from a
digital map.

In [19], [20], the authors proposed SensorFly, an aerial
sensor network, where very small helicopter can self-locate
itself using anchor nodes. The authors in [21] utilized
biologically inspired rules of group behavior (flocking) to
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Fig. 15. Distance error at different levels.

Fig. 16. Localization error via Kismet.

Fig. 17. APs identified by Kismet.



enable a group of UAVs to control its own motion. This
project aimed at building an indoor flocking system using
small coaxial rotor helicopters. Each of the swarm members
is fitted with an onboard computer and a miniature wireless
video camera, so that they can gather multiple views in a
single pass and analyze them. Another project SensorFlock
[22] utilizes a group of micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) for
atmospheric sensing. This system requires human interac-
tion in flight control and path planning, and it supports
wireless communication networking between MAVs. In
[23], the authors present 3DLoc that is a ground-based
system for locating an 802.11-compliant mobile device in a
three-dimensional space. However, the portability and
flexibility of the system is very limited and it cannot search
targets in high buildings.

In [24], the authors use electronically steerable Phocus
Array anttenas from Fidelity Comtech [25] for wardriving
and collecting RSSIs with directional information. Multiple
measurements are taken from different positions and
arrows are drawn toward the direction of the AP. Therefore,
an AP is in the position where all the arrows are pointing to.
In [26], the authors take RSSIs from wardriving and use the
gradient information derived from RSSIs to infer the
position of an AP. An AP is in the direction along where
RSSIs increases most and the direction is represented by an
arrow. Then, the AP is in the position where all arrows
point to. In [27], the authors built an AP equipped with a
rotating directional antenna that broadcasts its direction in
beacon frames. Such an AP is denoted as a directional
beaconing access point (DBAP). Therefore, a mobile may
position itself by using the angle of emission information
from multiple DBAPs and the area intersection approach
similar to those used in [28].

Some recent work recognizes the importance of 3D
positioning and provides such capability [29], [30]. None-
theless, these techniques require either the preinstallation of
a positioning infrastructure (e.g., pervasive RFID tags [29]),
or extensive training on the signal strength of surrounding
base stations at different locations [30]. These strategies are
not practical for WiFi in urban environments because the
associated high cost of periodical training due to environ-
ment and infrastructure change and the requirement of
locating a suspect in real time (i.e., it will be hard to install
the infrastructure or perform training on a crime scene).

Rallapalli et al. [31] utilized the temporal stability and
low-rank structure in mobility traces and proposed locali-
zation schemes using anchor nodes, RSSIs, and hop-count
information in sensor networks. EZ localization [32] is a
WiFi-based configuration-free indoor localization method
consisting of a localization server that estimates the absolute
coordinate of a mobile device given its RSSIs from visible
WiFi APs and its GPS positions occasionally obtained at the
entrance of a building or near a window. Kung et al. [33]
proposed SISR, an error-tolerant localization method for
wireless nodes that employ RF ranging in an outdoor, open-
space environment. The authors in [34] proposed Surround-
Sense, a mobile phone-based system that constructs identifi-
able fingerprint for a logical localization.

Compared with various indoor localization systems, our
current HAWK system flies outdoors and focuses on a
different problem domain of locating devices intermittently

in pursuer-evader or search-rescue type situations although
we plan to adapt HAWK for indoor localization. For indoor
aerial localization, we may use an onboard camera for
avoiding obstacles and geolocate a target by mapping target
signal strength to the recorded video. We leave indoor
aerial localization as future work.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presented HAWK, a highly portable system for
aerial localization of wireless devices in a 3D space. We
developed a software controller that utilizes PI-control laws
to implement a robust waypoints functionality. For warfly-
ing, we generate a Moore curve over the target area as the
flight route. To ensure all wireless devices in the area can be
detected, we considered the following factors: transmission
range of targets, traffic model such as packet interval of
targets, flight speed and level of Moore curve, and
developed a set of theorems. A minimum Moore curve
level is carefully selected so that all wireless devices can be
detected at a minimum flight distance. Our theorems ensure
that the target device is pinpointed to a small hot area
during one fly. A recursive wayflying process over the hot
area can refine the accuracy of localization. We conducted
extensive ns-2 and real-world experiments. The experi-
mental results match the theorems very well. We are able to
achieve a localization accuracy of 5 meters on average.

Our future work includes the study of aerial localization
of targets with complicated traffic models and the use of a
swarm of UAVs for collaborative localization. For example,
three UAVs can work as anchor nodes high above in the
sky. They provide a positioning service via laser or sonar to
a fourth UAV to locate a target in areas where GPS signals
are blocked.
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